Abstract-K-Modes is an eminent algorithm for clustering data set with categorical attributes. This algorithm is famous for its simplicity and speed. The KModes is an extension of the K-Means algorithm for categorical data. Since K-Modes is used for categorical data so 'Simple Matching Dissimilarity' measure is used instead of Euclidean distance and the 'Modes' of clusters are used instead of 'Means'. However, one major limitation of this algorithm is dependency on prior input of number of clusters K, and sometimes it becomes practically impossible to correctly estimate the optimum number of clusters in advance. In this paper we have proposed an algorithm which will overcome this limitation while maintaining the simplicity of K-Modes algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is the method of segregating the objects into groups such that the objects in a certain cluster have high degree of similarity with each other than the objects in the other clusters. Clustering process gained boom with the advent of various algorithms for numerical data. KMeans is one of the most commonly used partition based algorithm for numerical data. For categorical data however, various other algorithms are available. KModes which is an extension of K Means is one of such popular algorithms.
K-Modes algorithm is an extension of K-Means but with the following differences. First is that a Simple matching dissimilarity function suitable for categorical data is used instead of Euclidean distance. Secondly, Modes are used to represent centroids instead of Mean values and finally a frequency based method is used to find centroids in each iteration of the algorithm.
Also, as K-Modes is an extension of K-Means algorithm, the limitations of K-Means are also thus carried forward to K-Modes. One of them is the dependency on initial centroids to improve the accuracy of the clusters. A lot of research has been done, and some is still underway to address this.
Further, another major limitation applicable to both KMeans and K-Modes is to input the number of clusters at the very beginning based on anticipation. This sometimes may be off the mark, and hence requires an in-depth prior knowledge of the domain, and good prior idea of expected results. This restricts the algorithm to be used by experienced domain experts only. In this paper, attempt has been made to remove this need of prior anticipation and input of number of clusters, and still achieving good results with logical and optimum clusters generated automatically.
Work is also in progress to remove the limitation of providing to number of clusters as an input for mixed data sets and to find a Unified Metric for that works for both numerical and categorical data. Some work in these areas has been discussed in Literature Survey section. We are also working on an algorithm to remove the constraint of providing K as an input for mixed datasets using the metric as proposed in [1] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section II covers Literature Survey, Section III introduces the proposed algorithm, Section IV gives the illustrative example of the algorithm using a small dataset, Section Analyses the results on real datasets and finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The Literature Survey is divided into three sections. The first section discusses the existing ways to select initial centroids to improve the accuracy of the clusters in K-Modes algorithm, second section discusses the ways to find an appropriate dissimilarity measure for the data-set containing both numerical and categorical data. The third section discusses the work already been done to remove the dependency on specifying the number of clusters, K in the algorithms dealing with categorical attributes.
A. Selection of Initial Centroids in K-Modes Algorithm
In the literature, many possibilities are provided to improve the accuracy of the clusters by improving the selection of initial centroids. Some of the work is discussed below: Huang (1997) was the first one to suggest K-Modes, as an extension of the K-Means paradigm to categorical domains. He introduced new dissimilarity measures to deal with categorical objects, use of modes instead of means, and a frequency based method to be used to update modes in the clustering.
Again in next year (Huang, 1998) proposed the KPrototype algorithm, which integrates the dissimilarity measure in the K-Means and K-Modes algorithms for clustering objects having mixed numeric and categorical attributes.
The drawback of these algorithms is that the relative frequencies of attribute values is not taken into account in a cluster centroid. This results in allocation of less similar objects in a cluster.
Sun, Zhu, Chen (2002) introduced an initialization method based on Bradley's iterative initial-point refinement algorithm (Bradley &Fayyad, 1998) to the KModes clustering,
The limitation of the algorithm is that many parameters have to be asserted in advance. Also high time cost.
Barbará, Couto, Li (2002) suggested COOLCAT algorithm to deal with clustering of data streams. This algorithm is based on notion of entropy.
The limitation is the dependency on an input parameter m that represents the size of the smallest cluster.
San, Huynh, Nakamori (2004) proposed a new notion of cluster centers and dissimilarity measure. The experimental results showed betterness of the algorithm over the K-Modes algorithm.
The limitation of this algorithm is that its results have been compared with the K-Modes algorithm proposed by Huang (1998) but not with the other algorithms.
Cao, Liang, Bai (2009) proposed a initialization method for categorical data. The distance between objects was calculated based on the frequency of attribute values. The density of an object was defined as the total distance between an object and all objects from data. Due to high time cost of calculating the densities of all objects, the process was limited to a sub-sample dataset.
The drawback lies in the fact that since the subsample is selected randomly, so the single clustering result cannot be guaranteed. Khan, Ahmad (2013) introduced an algorithm in which some objects which are very similar to each other have same cluster membership irrespective of the choice of initial cluster centers. Also it was based on the idea that some of the attributes inthe dataset whose number of attribute values are less than or equal toK have higher discriminatory power and were called Prominent attributes. These prominent attributes were used to generate clusters.
The limitation of this algorithm is that the accuracy of the clusters produced is not better than some of the other proposed algorithms.
B. Dissimilarity Metric
Also ample amount of work is carried out in developing dissimilarity measure to deal with the datasets containing categorical data and mixed data. Some of the work is discussed below:
He, Deng, Xu (2005) proposed a dissimilarity measure based on the similarity between a data object and cluster mode. The authors observed that this similarity is directly proportional to the sum of relative frequencies of the common values in the mode.
The proposed algorithm carried forward the same weakness as in K-Modes of choosing the initial modes randomly.
Ahmad, Dey (2007) proposed a dissimilarity measure based on the distance between two attribute values of same attribute. The authors found out the fact that similarity of two attribute values is dependent on their relationship with other attributes.
Since in this method distance is calculated for each attribute, it is not suitable for noisy and high dimensional datasets.
Also proposed a cost function based on the one proposed by Huang. The proposed cost function added weight wt for numeric attributes computed from the given dataset. In the process, all numeric attributes were normalized and discretized to do the calculations.
The results obtained by this algorithm can be improved further by improving discretizing methods for numeric valued attributes.
Ng, Li, Huang, He (2007) proposed a new dissimilarity measure in which the modes of clusters were updated in each iteration. This method utilized some theorems proposed by authors themselves.
The algorithm with the new similarity measure requires more computational time than the original K-Modes algorithm.
Lee, Lee, Park (2009) suggested a new measure called DVD (Domain Value Dissimilarity). The information about distribution of data correlated to each categorical value was used to define the dissimilarity measure.
The drawback lies in the fact that this algorithm requires more computation time and also the memory as compared to original K-Modes algorithm.
Ienco, Pensa, Xu (2011) proposedamethodcalled DILCA (Distance Learning for Categorical Attributes). The distance between two values of a categorical attribute Ai was determined by the way in which the value of the other attributes Ajwere distributed in the dataset.
The drawback lies in the fact that the performance of this algorithm depends on some input parameter.
Desai, Singh, Pudi (2011) suggested the method DISC (Data-Intensive Similarity Measure for Categorical Data). This measure didn't require any domain knowledge to understand the data-set.
The algorithm is iterative and it requires feedback from a classifier for more accurate results. 
C. Removing the Dependency on Inputting K
In this section we will be discussing two of the research papers dealing with this limitation of inputting the value of K. San, Huynh (2004) proposed an algorithm which used a regularization parameter to control the number of clusters inthe clustering process. A suitable value of regularization parameter was chosen to find the most stable clustering results.
The major limitation of the proposed algorithm is that an input parameter representing the initial cluster centers is required.
Cheung, Jia (2013) presented penalized competitive learning algorithm that required some initial value of k which should not be less than the original value of k.
The drawback lies in the fact that it requires some initial value of k which should not be less than the original value of k. The resulting clusters are more accurate than the original K-Modes and K-Modes with Ng's dissimilarity metric (Ng's k-modes). But this algorithm too has much computation involved in it, as in the clustering algorithm proposed in [12] .
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
As discussed in section 2.3, the algorithms proposed to overcome the limitation of inputting the value of K for categorical data require either a range of K, or some other input parameter which indirectly computes the value of K.In the proposed algorithm we have extended K-Modes algorithm where no initial direct or indirect input in needed.
Modified K-Modes algorithm without inputting the value of K
In the algorithm, the significance of attributes proposed in [1] is utilized. The significance of the attributes is calculated to create partitions initially and is not utilized in clustering. Significance of an attribute defines the importance of that attribute in the dataset. Those attributes, which display a good separation of cooccurrence of values into different groups, play a more significant role in clustering of data elements. In other words, an attribute plays a significant role in clustering, provided any pair of its attribute values are well separated against all attributes i.e. have an overall high value of d(x,y), for all pairs of x and y [1] .To find centroids, the frequency based method proposed in [15] is used. The distance between an object and the centroid is calculated using the distance measure proposed in [19] .
Input: dataset of n objects with m categorical attributes
Output: clusters or groups distributing the objects in the given dataset
Steps:
1. Find the most significant attribute from the given m attributes using the way proposed in [1] . 2. Create initial clusters with attribute values with maximum distance in most significant attribute in different clusters. 3. Find the centroids of the clusters using the algorithm as proposed in [15] as stated below:
a. Calculate the frequencies of all categories for all attributes and store them in a category array in descending order of frequency for every cluster. Here, ci,j denotes category iof attribute j and f (ci,j)≥ f(ci+1,j) where f(ci,j) is the frequency of category ci,j. b. Assign the most frequent categories in the two category arrays as centroids.
4. Find the distance of every object from its centroid in all the clusters as proposed in [19] . This distance is calculated as:
Distance(x,q) is the distance between object x and centroid q and is calculated as
where x=(x1,x2,…….xm), q=(q1,q2,…..qm) and fxjis the relative frequency of category xj within c.
The minimum of these distance values (other than 0) is represented as d.
Find the outliers in the initial clusters according to the objective function as stated below:
If Distance(x, q) <=d then x not an outlier. 
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The proposed algorithm is explained using a small dataset with categorical attributes representing the academic record of students in three subjects.
The dataset contains the academic details of the students in terms of Grades A, B, C and D in three subjects. The proposed Clustering algorithm will group the students based on their academic performance. 1. In order to find the most significant attribute, calculate the conditional probabilities and the distance between various values of the attributes as given in Table 2 and Table 3 . Similarly the conditional probabilities of Subject2 and Subject3 can be calculated.
The distance between various values of the attributes is calculated using these conditional probabilities as shown in Table 3 . The significance of an attribute is calculated by taking the average of all the distance values as shown in Table 4 . The attributes Subject2 and Subject3 have same significance value as shown in Table 4 .So any attribute can be chosen as the most significant attribute. We have chosen Subject3 as most significant attribute. The maximum distance in attribute Subject3 is between values {A, D}, {D, C}, {D, B} and {C, B} which is 1. Create clusters for Table1 such that these set of values are not in the same cluster as shown in Table 5 . 4. In cluster1 the distance of the object {D, A, A) is minimum and is 0.5. Further cluster2 and cluster3 contain only on object so distance cannot be calculated. Therefore d=0.5. 5. Obtain the new cluster1 after removing the outliers according to the objective function mentioned in step5 of the algorithm. There will be no change in cluster2 and cluster3 as there is only one object in these clusters. Table 6 . The results in Table 6 show that both the algorithms have tried to categorize the dataset with objects having similarity in grades in one of the three available subjects, though the results are slightly different.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To explore the practical application of the proposed algorithm, the algorithm is tested on a number of real world datasets of different sizes and dimensions namely Car Evaluation and Credit Approval.
(http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/).
We have compared the results of the proposed algorithm with results of original K-Modes, obtained using Rapid Miner (http://rapidminer.com/).
Initial value of K was supplied as predefined value for the known data.
Experiment on Car Evaluation data
Car Evaluation dataset consists of 6 categorical attributes and 1728 instances. In this dataset there are four pre-defined classes, approximately 97% of the instances fall into 2 classes and rest 7% fall in remaining 2 classes.
The results generated by the K-Modes algorithm in Rapid Miner and the proposed algorithm are shown in Table 7 .
In results generated by the K-Modes algorithm, Cluster1 records are not matching in even one of the attributes.Cluster2 records are having similarity in one attribute named a1 with value "high".
The proposed algorithm generates 6 clusters on this dataset.
Cluster1 has records matching in one attribute named a1 with value "vhigh". Cluster2 has records matching in attribute a4(value "2").Cluster3 has records matching in attribute a1 with value "high", Cluster4 has records matching in attribute a2 (value "high"), Cluster5 with matching value "med" for attribute a1, cluster6 with matching attribute as a1 with value "med" and a4 with value "4", Cluster7 with matching value "low" for attribute a1. These results are summarized below: Table 7 .Results Generated by the K-Modes and the Proposed Algorithm for Car Evaluation Data. As can be seen in Fig. 1And Fig. 2 , all the clusters generated using proposed algorithm are similar in one attribute value whereas in original K Modes one of the two clusters generated contains records which have no similarity.
Experiment on Credit Approval data
This dataset has originally 15 mixed attributes (both categorical and numerical) and 690 instances out of which 37 instances contain missing values. In our experiment, we have removed 6 numerical attributes and instances with missing values. The resulting dataset contains only 655 instances. There are twopre defined classes. The results are described in Table 8 . Table 8 . Results Generated by the K-Modes and the Proposed Algorithm for Credit Approval Data. As depicted from Table 8 , the clusters generated by KModes algorithm for K=2 have records matching at the most in two attributes. In the proposed algorithm, 4 clusters are generated with cluster 3 having records that match in 6 out of 9 attributes and represents the records that are most similar in the entire data-set. This is shown in Fig .3and Fig. 4 also. In Fig. 4 , the first two dark lines represent number of matching records in cluster3 and cluster4.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have proposed an algorithm based on K-Modes algorithm which creates appropriate number of clusters without need of prior input of number of clusters, K. The results obtained are found to be better than the original K-Modes in terms of the quality of clusters. The proposed algorithm has generated clusters such that the similarity of objects in a cluster in terms of number of attributes with matching values is maximum. This way we can obtain a cluster of objects form the given dataset with maximum similarity without providing the value of K initially. Though the time taken by the proposed algorithm is more as compared to the original K-Modes.
In Future Work, attempt will be made to reduce the computation time for clusters generation, especially with a large number of attributes. Also an algorithm for mixed datasets with no dependency on K as an input will be proposed.
